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Pearls of Wisdom
Uddhava Gita

Translated by Swami Madhavananda

Śrī bhagavān uvāca
The Lord said:
Such a man, becoming sinless and pure, attains to pure
knowledge, or perchance devotion to Me, while remaining in this very world.
Even the dwellers of heaven as well as of hell desire this
world, which is conducive to knowledge and devotion.
But the other two do not serve this purpose.
The wise man should seek neither heaven nor hell, nor
desire to return to this world, for he comes under delusion through attachment to the body.
Conscious of this fact, he should be alert and struggle
for liberation before death comes on, knowing that the
body, even though mortal, can help him to attain his goal.
Seeing that the tree on which it built its nest is being
felled by cruel hands, the bird giving up attachment
leaves its home and attains to well-being.
(To be continued)

Uddhava Gita, 15 11 - 15
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Editorial
Shun Evil Company

W

ise people warn us to be wary of the evil-minded or wicked persons.
In society there are people of that type. They advise us to shun such
company by all means without hesitation or regret. It is not out of hatred or
animosity but, in order to safeguard oneself. Otherwise it is inviting one’s
ultimate ruin. This ruin is slow and imperceptible and here lies the danger.
It is because the influence of the evil company begins innocuously as a
tiny ripple, if not checked, will in time become a turbulent wave. Later it is
impossible to control the power of such waves. Sometimes we become
liberal and quite sportive to listen to the entreaties of the vile persons and
that is the first step on the slippery path.
It is the common weakness of young students who unwittingly succumb to
the peer pressure. Unwary students who mix with hardened fellow
students either out of fun or to get a thrill of new experience. This craze to
experiment with the forbidden things gets them into a dangerous trap.
From one thing to another it drags them down and down to the ultimate
ruin of their young lives. Young students lack keen judgment to know what
is good or bad and their only ambition is to be different from their friends.
Parents of young children should know that vice comes in disguise and
beguiles the incautious.
Some people may argue that God dwells in all living beings even in wicked
people. But it does not mean that one has to embrace a tiger or a cobra or
a scorpion or any other ferocious animal. So one has to salute the God
dwelling in these beings from a distance and avoid going near them.
Scriptures say water is God, food is God. One need not take it literally and
drink ditch water or eat stale and putrid food. If one does, the result is
sickness and also sometimes death. Therefore the wise policy is to keep
away from the bad characters.
Sri Ramakrishna says that our mind is like a white cloth and in whatever
colour we dip it, it takes that colour. If one lives with good or bad people
the mind acquires respectively those qualities. According to sage Patanjali
we have both good and bad tendencies and they lie dormant. They
manifest and grow when external conditions become favourable to them.
In the company of the wicked bad tendencies manifest and become active.
Because they get fertile soil and nourishment for their growth. So the
society of the noble-minded provides an opportunity for the noble qualities,
to grow.
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Sri Ramakrishna, Our refuge
Swami Muktirupananda

T

The devotees of Sri Ramakrishna
can also follow and practise these
vows.
Because they are not
limited to Buddhism or any other
religion.

he followers of Buddhism
repeat the following three
vows or promises in order to
express their deep reverence for
and devotion to Buddha.
1)
Buddham
Sharanam
gacchami,- I take refuge in
Buddha.
2)
Dharmam
Sharanam
gacchami, I take refuge in
dharma, taught by him.
3)
Sangham
Sharanam
gacchami, I take refuge in the
organization founded in his name.

Holding onto only one oath and
the neglect of the other two will
not produce the desired result. It
will not do much good to the
human society. Therefore these
things must complement each
other, fulfill each other then only
the contribution of a prophet or a
leader
becomes
worthwhile
otherwise it leads to divisions and
fights.

These three sacred promises of
the Buddhists represent three
aspects of Buddha.
a) Buddha as a divine person and
his sublime personality
b) The body of his teachings and
cardinal message to the world.
c) The Sangha which exists to
focus on the practice and
dissemination of his dharma, and
also includes the exemplary lives
of his followers.

1)

Person

Let us consider the towering
personality of a divine person and
worship of him. It is quite natural
that such a person occupies an
exalted position and is adored by
his adherents. They believe he is
divinely ordained and his human
form is only an appearance.
There
is
a
drawback
in
overemphasizing only this aspect.
We see different groups fighting
and trumpeting the comparative
greatness of their religious
founders.
People’s energy is
wasted either in proving or
disproving the superiority of this
or that leader. It creates division

The sangha or an organization
comes into existence to verify the
truths and put them into practice
for the good of the world. These
three vows are not separate from
one another but are interlinked.
The practice of these three go
together and the practice of only
one is insufficient and ineffective.
3

an
anonymous
entity.
Vivekananda
preached
and
highlighted this message of his
Guru.

and sects which cannot tolerate
one another. Take for example,
the
sects
of
Hinduism,
Vaishnavism,
Shaivism
and
Shaktism.
For centuries they
have engaged in disputes in
proving the supremacy of Shiva,
or Vishnu or Devi. They will not
come to any conclusion because
none is interested to realize God,
the ultimate truth. The case of
these deities as well as prophets
appears to be the same.
In
personality cult this danger is
always present.
We usually
forget the teachings and the
noble example of an illumined
teacher and go on endlessly
singing his praise and glory.
Vivekananda was aware of this
human weakness and therefore
he preached in the West only the
principles taught and lived by his
Master. He avoided mentioning
Sri Ramakrishna, otherwise that
would have created another sect,
another group.
To him the
manifestation of one’s innate
divinity was more important than
the worship of Sri Ramakrishna.
After all Sri Ramakrishna came
for that purpose only to lead
people towards God. He did not
care much about himself, whether
people would praise or worship
him or not. He never said nor
claimed that he, “was the way to
God”.
On the contrary, he
showed the way and led people
to God and tried to remain himself

These great teachers might have
remained indifferent to their
name, fame, status or personal
worship. But what about us, the
ordinary people? Can we give up
worshipping a great teacher? Are
we ready and spiritually mature
enough to take up abstract truths
and
dedicate
ourselves
to
practise them? For example, take
the teachings of the Upanishads,
whatever is stated in them, is it
true? Are they just poetic and
unrealizable ideals? Who can
vouchsafe they are true? As we
are in perpetual doubt we need
proof, we need example. We
want to see that someone has
done it and shown that others
could also do it. After seeing
such exemplary persons our
conviction is strengthened and we
with open mind embark upon
such exercises. Simply preaching
will
not
make any deep
impression on people.
They
listen and forget. Learning only
principles and theories lead to
mere intellectual stimulation not
to experience. We can grasp an
abstract truth when it comes
through a living entity.
The
precept becomes clear only
through an example. It is not
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love of mankind
and
absolute
unselfishness.
It is they who
instill
in
us
hope, courage
to
march
forward. They
are the living
personification
of
scriptures.
Without
them
scriptures
remain a mere
bundle
of
theories.

surprising that
we
need
footprints
to
guide us.
We hear and
talk
about
renunciation,
love of God,
purity,
truthfulness and
compassion and
other virtues. In
fact,
save
theoretically we
do not know
what they really
are. When we
see these virtues with our own
eyes manifested in a person, then
we understand that they are not
imaginary. Humanity bows down
to such persons. Buddha, Christ
and Ramakrishna who lived in our
midst, are greater than our idea
or imagination of God. They are
much more real than the invisible
God of our minds. “Wherever an
extraordinary spiritual power is
manifested by a person, know
that I am there.” – says Sri
Krishna in the Gita.
Such a
person can appear in any part of
the world.

But this is only
the first stage. Unfortunately with
the majority it stops there and
does not go further. It may not
help us much unless we devote
sometime seriously to practise
spiritual teachings. Therefore the
second
tenet
Dharmam
Sharanam gacchami is equally
important.
2) Dharma
His teachings. There are many
spiritual
instructions of
Sri
Ramakrishna. We will take two of
them – detachment and love of
God. These two appear to be his
cardinal teachings – one is
negative and other is positive.

We have no other way but to
worship and sit at the feet of
these great personalities – the
messengers of God.
It is
impossible to think of their purity,
5

moments are those when we do
not have this nagging self and
self-centred activities.

a) But this word detachment or
giving up something is a very
frightening idea to most people.
Everyone gets edgy and tries to
avoid this unpleasant personal
sacrifice and interest.
This
dispassion reminds them of giving
up family, pleasures and leading
an austere and lonely life. So
everyone wants to live within the
frame of family and achieve
everything, enjoy all pleasures
without much pain. Renunciation
or detachment does not mean
running away from the world but
living in the world and renouncing
gradually the idea of ‘me’ and
‘mine’.

Isha
Upanishad
makes
a
paradoxical statement ”By giving
up
enjoy
this
world,
by
renunciation alone you can enjoy
life.” “Ten tyakten bhunjita” . So
if we want happiness, peace and
joy, according to the Upanishad
we have to renounce.
The
Upanishad tells us we do not
have to give up this world and
objects but only the idea that I
own things and I own persons.
That is why it tells in the first line,
“Isha
vasyamidam
sarvam
yatkincha
jagatyam
jagat”.
Everything in this world is
enveloped by God, everything
belongs to God or to that higher
power. We come here for a short
while after that we go away. But
in these few years we dream we
possess this, we possess that
and what is the result? Disquiet
and miseries and blow after blow
from nature. That is why Sri
Ramakrishna said detach yourself
mentally.
Remember always
nothing belongs to me.
Sri
Ramakrishna himself was a king
of renunciation.
His only
property, possession was God or
God possessed him entirely. He
was utterly selfless. His life is a
best teacher.

No man can remain utterly selfish
or exclusively for oneself. His
selfishness will be knocked down
by nature, the world and society.
Family life itself involves mutual
sacrifice. Parents give up for their
children
and
children
also
sacrifice something for their
parents and siblings. But nature
is a great teacher. It teaches us
through
death,
disease,
misfortunes and sufferings good
many
lessons
regarding
unselfishness.
Selfishness
means strong ‘me’ and ‘mine’
ideas. The moment one thinks in
terms of these nature comes and
knocks it down. We build and
nature demolishes. This is going
on. That is why we do not have
peace and happiness. Our happy
6

teachings. After seeing the life of
the great one, and after studying
his teachings we come to the last
part of its practicability and
application. We are eager to
know about others who put into
practice his teachings and what
they have achieved.
We are
always
suspicious
persons.
Before stepping into any field,
worldly or spiritual, we look to
others how they have fared. We
have a number of examples
before us, monastic as well as
householder
devotees
who
following the footsteps of Sri
Ramakrishna have achieved the
highest goal. Rich, and poor,
literate and illiterate, men and
women have freed themselves
from the fetters and enjoyed
eternal bliss.
This gives us
assurance and confidence.

(b)
Love of God is a positive
side and it takes place gradually.
In one day we cannot have 100
percent love of God. We have to
move gradually towards God or
towards Sri Ramakrishna. Why
does Sri Ramakrishna again and
again tell us to cultivate and
nurture love of God? Because
everything in this world is
temporary
and
changing.
Whatever we try to hold onto slips
from our grip. We cannot rely on
anything here either on things or
on our own relatives. It is a fact
of life. The only eternal one is
God or the Atman. He advises us
untiringly to hold on to this.
Through his exemplary life he has
shown us that it is possible to
realize God. Every one can do
that. He says – “I have seen God
and you can also see Him and
talk to Him”. This is a wonderful
play. Till we realize that this
whole thing is a wonderful play of
God, we cannot have fun. To
have fun and joy we must know
God. In whatever way, other than
this, if we try to derive happiness
that will end in misery. To day or
tomorrow we learn this lesson.
These are the twin principle
teachings of Sri Ramakrishna.
3)

The following few examples show
how
householder
devotees
remaining in the world bearing the
heavy
family
and
social
responsibilities and yet reached
the high state of mental
renunciation.
Once Mathur, the landlord,
suffered from a painful abscess
and was bed-ridden for a long
time. He very much desired to
see Sri Ramakrishna but the
Master refused to go to see him.
Sri
Ramakrishna
told
the
messengers that he had no

Sangha

Sangha
means
either
an
organization or an association of
his devotees to carry out his
7

cremation ground.” The girl was
‘M’s own daughter!

power to cure the boil, so his visit
would not serve any purpose. At
last, after repeated requests from
Mathur, the Master went to his
residence. When Mathur saw him
he said, “Father, give me a little
dust of your feet.”
Sri
Ramakrishna asked him what
good it would do, would it cure his
abscess?

When his other daughter was
married, like any parent, he kept
himself busy receiving visitors
and relatives and in carrying out
his responsibilities connected with
the wedding ceremony. When
everything was over at very late in
the night he retired to his attic
shrine and began to read his
notes on the Gospel of Sri
Ramakrishna
and
remained
absorbed in meditation until the
early hours.

Mathur gave a wonderful reply,
“Father, am I so mean? Do you
think I want the dust of your feet
to cure my boil? Doctors are
there to take care of it. I want the
holy dust in order to cross the
ocean of Maya.”

Usually we feel satisfied by
worshipping and praising a
spiritual teacher. There ends our
spiritual quest. We forget that we
have to pursue spiritual discipline
even in the midst of our family
worries and troubles. We wish
that someone would do our work,
someone would carry our burden.
In spiritual practice you cannot do
it by proxy, someone else will do
japa and meditation on your
behalf. A husband thinks if his
wife does meditation that is
enough and wife thinks if her
husband does spiritual practice
that is enough. But nobody can
do meditation on behalf of
someone
else.
Spiritual
experiences and growth are
subjective and they cannot be
transmitted,
they
can
be
described.

Mahendranatha
Gupta,
an
intimate
devotee
of
Sri
Ramakrishna, outwardly lived the
life of a householder but inwardly
he was a man of deep
detachment
and
devotion.
Worldly events, up and downs of
life could not perturb him. One
evening he was busy talking to a
monk and other devotees. They
heard the wailing and crying of
some people on an upper floor
and also saw several people
entering the house barefoot with
towels
on
their
shoulders.
Shocked they asked ‘M’ about it.
He calmly replied, “It is nothing.
A girl of this house has passed
away, so these people have
come to take the body to the
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practise them, apply them to
everyday
life.
Spiritual
experience
is
subjective
experience.

In temples we pay money and get
worship done by priests. If you
pay money priests will do
shatanamaarchana
or
shasranamarchanam (a hundred
or a thousand names of God) or
any other kind of worship. But in
spiritual field that kind of
business, doing it by proxy does
not work. It is your growth, it is
your unfoldment. We feel content
if someone on our behalf does
the meditation. People are ready
to pay for that. But this spiritual
law is inexorable. If you have to
test the teachings of a great
spiritual teacher, you have to

Sri Ramakrishna has shown us
the means as well as the goal of
God-realization. It is left to us to
do the rest of the work. We pay
our homage to this great teacher
by doing what he showed us to
do.
That is real surrender.
Surrender is a lifelong practice.
Thy will be done and not my will
be done is the essence of
surrender.
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Bharata the Noble
Jayasekar
Three Kingdoms and three
groups of brothers, but one
stands out.

leader in all things. Sugriva had
respect towards Vali. So also did
Vibhishana towards Ravana. But
it was a respect born out of the
others’ all-powerful strength, not
out of love. On the other hand,
Rama was respected for his
virtues. He was their role model,
their ideal. He was loved. The
brothers would go to any length to
ensure that the interest of Rama
was safeguarded. They obeyed
him without reservation, his words
were listened to, accepted and
followed. This itself is surprising
for the age difference between
them was not great, in fact it was
negligible. We are used to
thinking of Rama as being very
much older than the others, but it
is not so. All were born within a
few hours of each other.

T

here are three important
families
with
brothers
depicted in the Ramayana: firstly,
Rama, Lakshmana, Bharata and
Satrughna; secondly, Vali and
Sugriva and thirdly, Ravana,
Kumbhakarna and Vibhishana.
The relationships between the
brothers in these families make
for interesting analysis.
In all the three families the throne
exchanged hands, but while in
the second and third families it
was as a result of enmity, in the
first it was through love. Love
between brothers is said to be
rare in royal families, for they are
all contenders to the throne. We
can see this in the history of royal
families in India and Europe. It is
not uncommon for one of the
brothers to imprison or even kill
his father and brothers in order to
be the unrivalled king.

In the pages of the Ramayana,
the thrones of the three kingdoms
depicted therein changed hands.
In all the three – Ayodhya,
Kishkindha and Lanka – the elder
brother lost the throne to the
younger. In Kishkindha and
Lanka, Sugriva and Vibhishana
desired the throne and willingly
took it. But in Ayodhya, the
younger brother refused the
throne even when it was thrust
upon him. Bharata refused the
throne when asked to do so by

But the relationship between the
sons of Dasharatha was an
exception. There was no rivalry
between them, instead it was full
of mutual love and respect. And
all the three younger brothers
looked up to Rama. He was their
10

and restore to me my kingdom
and my wife?”

his mother Kaikeyi, he refused it
when Vasishtha offered it, and he
refused it when even Rama told
him to take it. Instead he took
Rama’s sandals, installed them
on the throne, and ruled as an
ascetic regent in Rama’s name.
This was the type of deep love
and respect that existed between
the brothers, unsurpassed in the
history of royalty.

In the case of Vibhishana it was
not so apparent. When he came
to Rama for refuge he did not say
that he wanted the kingdom,
though Rama considered that
there was nothing wrong with him
even if he had his eyes on the
kingdom.
Vibhishana’s
inner
desire surfaced when he saw
Rama and Lakshmana lay on the
battlefield, struck down by the
serpent arrows of Indrajit. Seeing
them lying as if dead, Vibhishana
was filled with anguish, wept and
lamented his fate. “These two
lions among men on whom
depended the position to which I
aspired are lying here dead. I am
as one dead for the hope of my
becoming king is now lost. My
rival Ravana has all his desires
fulfilled.”

It was not that Sugriva and
Vibhishana were greedy for the
kingdom and were plotting to get
it. Not at all. They were both
refugees from tyrants who had
banished them from the kingdom
under pain of death. They had
surrendered to Rama and sought
his assistance to redress a wrong.
And after the death of the elder
brother,
it
became
their
responsibility to rule the kingdom
and look after the welfare of their
subjects.
But there was no doubt that they
had a desire for the throne.
Sugriva wanted Rama to kill Vali
as quickly as possible so that he
could recover his consort as well
as the kingdom. He never forgot
the
kingdom
in
all
his
supplications, for having ruled
once before, he had acquired a
taste for kingship. Concluding his
story to Rama he said, “For fear
of Vali I am a wanderer in the
forest. I live concealing myself
here. Could you, will you kill Vali

So Bharata did stand apart from
the other two younger brothers
who gained the kingdom, for the
kingdom came to him unasked
and later when offered was
rejected by him.
Bharata’s censure of Kaikeyi
exceeds propriety
The one black mark on Bharata
throughout the Ramayana was
his treatment of his mother
Kaikeyi. While some form of
11

anguish was not necessary. And
how little she knew her own son
Bharata as well, who not only
refused the throne but rebuked
her in no uncertain terms.

censure and even strong words
were
proper
under
the
circumstances, the intensity of his
emotion and language used
exceeded the bounds of good
conduct. Through this episode the
poet brought out the spiritual
message that only the sage who
has mastered all his senses is
able to remain unaffected under
all circumstances, adverse or
favourable. Excessive grief as
well as anger made one lose the
normal controls imposed on
oneself, and under their influence
one said things which are
objectionable and improper. This
episode only brings out the
human side in the otherwise
noble and impeccable character
of Bharata.

Upon the death of the old king
Dasharatha on account of grief
over his separation from Rama,
Vasishtha
immediately
despatched
messengers
to
Kekaya to bring Bharata back, for
a kingdom without a king would
slide into lawlessness. The
messengers were expressly told
not to inform him of anything that
had taken place, and only to say
that his presence at Ayodhya was
immediately required.
Valmiki clearly showed that
Bharata was no stranger to his
mother’s character. When the
messengers arrive he asked them
about the welfare of all members
of the family. He referred to
Kausalya
and
Sumitra
in
respectful tones, but when he
enquired about his own mother
Kaikeyi, he described her in not
so flattering terms:

Kaikeyi was an unfortunate
woman, one who suffered greatly
on account of succumbing to the
words of her hunchback servant
Manthara, for Kaikeyi had to live
with the calumny heaped on her
by one and all. She had genuinely
loved Sri Rama, but her love was
shallow, and not able to
overcome her own innermost
desires, and as a result she fell
easy prey to Manthara. How little
she knew of the nobility of Rama,
who gave her the most fitting
censure of all, by saying that all
she had to do was ask him and
he would have given the throne to
Bharata, all the intrigue and

tma-km sad ca krodhan
prjñamnin,
Arog cpi me mt Kaikey
kimuvca ha.
“How
is
the
persistently
ambitious, forcible and irascible
Kaikeyi,
my
mother,
who
12

wedding you father was unaware
that he was grasping a burning
rod! How is it that you are not
filled with remorse, O Perverse
Wretch? How were you able to
conceive this sinful project, so
unworthy of our ancestors, you by
whose conduct have isolated
yourself from the virtuous? O
Wicked Wretch, know well, I shall
never lend myself to the dream
which instigated this outrage that
will bring about my death. On the
contrary, this very day, to your
great discomfiture, I shall bring
back my brother from the forest.”

imagines
herself
to
be
exceedingly
virtuous;
what
message has she for me?”
(Ayodhya Kandam chapter 70
verse 10).
Later in Ayodhya, when he heard
from her what had transpired, he
launched on a crusade against
her using very strong language.
She had ended her account of the
events saying, “This very day, O
my virtuous son, take possession
of the crown; I have done all
these things for thy sake! With the
support of the learned Brahmins
and Vasishtha, allow thyself to be
installed as the Lord of the
World.” What a shock awaited
her. Instead of being grateful and
glad, Bharata condemned her for
her action. For almost two
chapters he rained abuses on her
for the wrong she had committed.
We give below some of the
sentiments of Bharata to show
the depth of his grief and anger.
We must bear in mind that these
words were spoken in grief and
anger, and while they did not
justify his words, they certainly
depict the dangers of uncontrolled
emotions.

“Leave the kingdom, O Kaikeyi,
you perverse and cruel being!
You are rejected by Virtue itself!
By destroying this race, you have
rendered yourself guilty of the sin
of brahmanicide (a most heinous
sin in those days)! O Kaikeyi may
you enter hell, but not the world
attained by my ancestors. By your
evil act my father is dead, Rama
is banished to the forest and you
have brought dishonour upon me
in this world and the next. You
are a mother in appearance only
but in reality my cruel enemy with
an ambition to reign. O Wicked
Wretch! O Murderer of your
husband! Never speak another
word to me.”

“What will the throne avail me, I
who am inconsolable, bereft of
my father and a brother who was
father to me? Like the night of
death, you have come hither for
the destruction of my family! By

Getting angrier as he proceeded,
more and more terrible words
issued forth from the normally
13

to be so, he continued to upbraid
her, even in the presence of
others. Introducing the queens to
sage Bharadvaja, he said of
Kaikeyi, “She through whose fault
those two tigers among men have
to drag out a miserable existence,
and King Dasharatha, deprived of
his son has ascended to heaven,
this woman who is irascible, vain,
arrogant, and ambitious, who
demeans herself by pretentious
airs, is Kaikeyi my mother, that
wicked and perfidious wretch in
whom I see the cause of my great
misfortune.”
(To be continued)

gentle Bharata. “Nay, you are not
the daughter of Ashvapati that
upholder of Dharma who is full of
wisdom. You are a rakshasi born
for the destruction of my father’s
house.” And he ends his tirade
with these scorching words
throwing aside all propriety.
S tvamagnim pravia v svayam
v daakn via,
Rajyum badhna v kahe na hi
te’nyatparyaam.
“As for you, why don’t you enter
the fire, or go to the Dandaka
forest in exile. Or tie a rope round
your neck. No other fate is fitting
for you.” (Ayodhya Kandam
chapter
74
verse 33).
And a little
while later he
actually said to
Satrughna, “I
would gladly kill
her, this wicked
woman, if only I
were sure that
Rama
would
not hate me for
it.”
For
he
knows
that
Rama
would
surely
not
approve of his
treatment of his
mother.
Yet,
even knowing it
14

Inter-religious Harmony from the Perspective
of Chinese Religious Traditions
Professor Wang Zhicheng
Zhejiang University, China

C

religious harmony. But first, the
main Chinese religions are:

hinese civilization has a long
and glorious history that
spans both the pre-axial and
post-axial periods. Swiss scholar
Hans Kung has classified the
world’s religions as belonging to
three major ‘rivers’, so to speak.
The first ‘river’ is the Semitic
religions, which are prophetic in
character; the second is the
Indian religions, which are
mystical in character; and the
third is the Chinese religions,
which are characterized by the
wisdom of sages1. These three
‘rivers’ of religions, each with their
own distinctive characteristics,
have nourished human beings
spiritually over the centuries.

Confucianism,
Taoism
and
Buddhism
are
generally
considered the main Chinese
religious traditions. Confucianism
and Taoism are innately Chinese,
and they are the oldest religious
traditions in China. Although
Buddhism originated in ancient
India, it entered China nearly
2000 years ago -- gradual
assimilation into Chinese culture
over the centuries has evolved a
uniquely Chinese Buddhism,
which is an integral part of
Chinese culture. Confucianism
was born during the spiritually
pivotal Axial Age (800 BC -- 200
BC), and has made unique and
rich
cultural
and
spiritual
contributions to world civilization.
Many Confucian dictums have
become household idioms, such
as the Golden Rule expounded
by Confucius, ‘Do not do to
others what you don’t want others
do to you.’ (Analects 15:24). In
comparison to Confucianism,
Taoist thought is richer in
metaphysical content. Taoist
culture’s indispensable roles in
Chinese history and in shaping

In the current globalised age, with
the increased contact among
religions, many problems relating
to
religious
conflict
have
emerged. Many fruitful theories
and ideas that address these
problems have been proposed.
Here are some concepts and
ideas from Chinese religious
traditions, that may help promote
Hans Kung and Julia Ching,
Christianity and Chinese Religions,
London: SCM, 1993, pp.1-9.
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Chinese culture is indisputable.
1.

omnipresent throughout all of
manifestation.

The review of some concepts
and ideas from Chinese
religions that can positively
impact religious harmony.
The first concept is the
concept of The Nameless
Tao. The Tao is a concept
which is at the heart of
Taoism. The two Taoist
Classics -- the Tao Te Ching
and the Chuang Tzu -- have
expounded on the Tao. But,
the word Tao is also used by
the Confucian school and
another Chinese tradition
called Legalism. But, they
use it in a way different from
the Taoists.

Saying that Tao has no
precedent implies that Tao
precedes even God Himself - Tao is the Ultimate Reality
and source from which God,
the
various
gods
and
goddesses
and
all
manifested things emerge.
As the verse in the Tao Te
Ching says, ‘Whose offspring
Tao may be I do not know: It
is like a preface to God.’
Paul Tillich, the Christian
philosopher, regarded God as
the ‘Ground of all Being’. Tao
therefore bears a striking
resemblance
to
Tillich’s
concept of God; Tao is also
remarkably similar to the
Hindu Brahman. If we accept
Tao, Brahman or a ‘Ground of
all Being’ as the common
source or ‘substance’ of the
various conceptions of God,
we would basically be
accepting that ‘our God’ and
‘your God’ are, in essence,
the same. Such an accepting
embrace of the Gods of all
religions would certainly be
conducive to inter-religious
respect and harmony.

Etymologically, the word Tao
means a ‘way’ or a ‘path’. A
‘way’ or a ‘path’ is what the
Confucianists mean when
they say Tao. When the
Taoists say Tao -- like the
Confucianists
-they
sometimes also mean a ‘way’
or a ‘path’; but, much of the
time, they are actually
referring to a far more subtle
concept. Thus, in the Tao Te
Ching, Tao is depicted as a
noumenal power -- that is,
something
beyond
the
senses. It is the ultimate
source of all things and it has
no precedent. It is also
transcendent,
yet

The Tao Te Ching also
describes the Tao as being
neither
nameable
nor
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named Cheng Yi said,
‘Principle is one, but its
manifestations are many.’
Cheng Yi’s one principle
corresponds
to
the
universality, and the many
manifestations correspond to
the particularities. Such were
the roots of the Chinese
philosophy of Universality
and Particularity.

describable -- actually, since
Tao is not nameable, Tao
should not be called Tao at
all! Tao’s nature is so far
removed from our mundane
concepts and language that it
simply cannot be adequately
described. Now, from the
point of view of inter-religious
relations,
Tao’s
indescribability is actually a
plus point -- it means that Tao
is an open-ended concept. As
such, Tao transcends Taoism,
and is open to contribution
from, and acceptance by,
other religious faiths. Also,
acceptance of Tao as an
open-ended concept that is
beyond the senses and mind
and which cannot be fully
grasped, instills humility and
open-mindedness -- qualities
important for the promotion of
religious harmony.
2.

What was written in the
Western Inscription? It begins
like this:-‘Yang is the father; yin is the
mother. And I, this tiny thing,
dwell enfolded in Them.
Hence, what fills Heaven and
Earth is my body, and what
rules Heaven and Earth is my
nature. The people are my
siblings, and all living things
are
my
companions....’
Clearly, from these words,
the Western Inscription is a
proclamation of the unity of
the entire universe -- both the
visible universe and the
unseen universe. Keeping a
sense of this oneness in our
hearts, how should we relate
to
others?
Would
not
benevolence be a natural
extension
from
these
metaphysical foundation of
unity? But, if benevolence is
the universal law of morality,
should the expression of
benevolence vary and be

The next idea from Chinese
religious traditions is the
Chinese
philosophy
of
Universality and Particularity.
Now, there is a famous
inscription written by an 11th
century
Neo-Confucian
philosopher named Zhang
Zai, that is called the Western
Inscription. In answer to a
question about the Western
Inscription,
another
11th
century Chinese philosopher
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ultimate Truth -- whether
theistic or non-theistic. With
regard
to
the
moral
foundation, the philosophy of
Universality and Particularity
would
regard
that
the
fundamental and universal
moral
principle
is
benevolence or love -- which
is based on the essential
oneness of all manifestation.
It would also regard that the
moral codes of all the
religions
have
been
formulated in the context of
each
religion’s
unique
circumstances -- and are
actually particularities of this
universal principle.

qualified
according
to
differences in circumstances?
By saying, ‘Principle is one,
but its manifestations are
many’,
Cheng
Yi
was
maintaining that while we
may regard benevolence as
the fundamental, universal
moral principle, there will be
and should be qualifications
and
variations
in
the
expression of benevolence
that
depend
on
circumstances. This same
spirit
of
the
Chinese
Universality and Particularity
philosophy is also reflected in
the saying, ‘one moon
reflected in ten thousand
rivers’.

Now, with regard to the quest
for ultimate Truth which is
found in all the major
religions, the philosophy of
Universality and Particularity
would regard that the major
religions are particularities of
or responses to the ultimate
Truth or of an undefined
universal or meta-religion.
While this acknowledges the
validity of various religions, it
does not imply that all
religions are equal. ‘One
moon
reflected
in
ten
thousand rivers’ -- how
accurately the water reflects
the moon depends on the
calmness of the water
surface.
Similarly,
the

What bearing has this
philosophy of Universality
and Particularity -- this
philosophy of ‘one moon
reflected in ten thousand
rivers’ -- have on interreligious
relations?
It
basically defines a framework
of relationship among the
religions, recognising that all
the major religions are
manifestations
or
particularities of a single
universal principle.
All religions have a moral
foundation; also, all religions
concern themselves with
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maintain that only faith in
Jesus Christ can lead to
salvation or heaven, and
that other religions cannot
lead to eternal life. They,
therefore, disagree that the
various religions are Different
Means Leading to the Same
End

religions do vary qualitatively.
But, what is crucial for
legitimacy is that a religion
should lead its adherents -- in
its own way -- consistently in
the direction of the highest
Truth.
3.

The Chinese dictum Different
Means Leading to the Same
End. This dictum is derived
from Confucius, who said:

Pluralism, however, accepts
that
all
religions
are
legitimate and valid -- it,
therefore, agrees that the
religions are Different Means
Leading to the Same End; it
is worthwhile to discuss some
of the variants of Pluralism:

‘They all come to the same
(successful) issue, though by
different paths; there is one
result, though there might be
a hundred anxious schemes.’
It is clear that if the major
religions view each other as
Different Means Leading to
the Same End, there would
then be an attitude of mutual
respect that is conducive to
religious harmony. But, are
the major religions really
Different Means Leading to
the Same End? What are
some of the viewpoints
regarding this?

The first of these is the
Pluralism of philosopher John
Hick. John Hick maintained
that all the great religious
traditions
are
differing
responses to one and the
same Ultimate Reality. He
acknowledges that all the
great religious traditions have
a similar goal, which he
defined as the gradual
transformation from selfcentredness
to
realitycentredness.
Hick
also
maintained that all religions
facilitate salvation, liberation
or self-fulfillment. Therefore,
Hick’s Pluralism agrees that
all
the
great
religious
traditions are Different Means

Christian attitudes towards
other religions were classified
by Christian theologian Alan
Race
into
Exclusivism,
Inclusivism and Pluralism.
Christian
Inclusivism
is
basically
a
variant
of
Exclusivism.
They
both
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the various religions are
complementary. Pluralism, by
nature, is inclusive -- but,
Panikkar advocated an even
more
embracing
interreligious attitude that is nondual -- meaning that there
should be no differentiation
between ‘I and Thou’ among
religions.

that Lead to the Same End.
The second variant of
Pluralism is the Pluralism of
Christian theologian Paul
Knitter.
Paul
Knitter
advocated action – from a
standpoint
of
religious
pluralism.
He proposed a framework for
inter-religious dialogue and
relations, advocating that the
various
religions
should
communicate with and also
learn from each other. He
also underlined that all
religions bear a share of
global responsibility – that
religions, from a common
basis in morality and ethics,
should cooperate with each
other to address what he
termed the ‘eco-human’ crisis
– that is, ecological suffering
and human suffering.

But, if Pluralism is true, why
are there so many variants of
it? As ancient philosopher
Cheng Yi said, ‘Principle is
one, but its manifestations
are many.’ If Pluralism itself
is looked upon as the
universal
principle,
then
variants can be considered
the particularities, ‘one moon
reflected in ten thousand
rivers’;
Universality
and
Particularity.
4.

Catholic
Priest
Raimon
Panikkar’s Pluralistic ideas
were largely spiritual in
nature, his Pluralism may be
referred to as Spiritual
Pluralism.

The final idea from the
Chinese philosophy is the
idea of being In Harmony
With the Crowd, but not
Following the Crowd.
The idea of being In Harmony
With the Crowd, but not
Following the Crowd is
derived from Confucius’s
saying, ‘The superior man is
in harmony but does not
follow the crowd. The inferior
man follows the crowd, but is
not in harmony.’

Among other things, Panikkar
asserted that the final goal -which he called fullness -- is
not the sole privilege of any
one religion. He held that no
single religion can fulfill all of
mankind’s needs -- hence,
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among involved parties is the
altruistic principle; a principle
which
manifests
as
benevolence, humaneness or
humanity. If the different
religious and non-religious
institutions would commit to
cooperation on issues of
humanity,
interdependent
and complementary relations
may grow -- and, with that,
harmonious relationships will
be fostered.

One implication of ‘The
superior man is in harmony
but does not follow the
crowd....’ is that harmony
does
not
depend
on
sameness; rather, harmony
implies
complementary.
Accordingly, if religions come
to
recognise
their
complementary relationship,
the individuality of religions
will
be
respected
and
religious harmony fostered.
How can the religions come
to see their complementary
relationship?

But,
a
sense
of
complementariness cannot
be
based
entirely
on
shared moral
fundamentals.
The various
religions
consist
of
complex
systems
of
ideas
and
practices that
are very obviously different!
Does a common thread run
through the various religions;
a thread that would allow the
religions
to
begin
to
appreciate
each
other’s
validity? Theologians have
proposed and sages have
testified that the Ultimate
Reality is that common
thread. Each religion’s quest
for -- and response to -- the
Ultimate
Reality
has

We should
first
understand
that
religious
harmony
refers
not
only
to
harmony
among
religions -- that is, interreligious harmony -- but also
to harmony among the sects
of each religious tradition -that
is,
intra-religious
harmony. Furthermore, it also
includes harmony between
religious institutions and nonreligious institutions -- that is,
extra-religious harmony.
At every level described
above, a common ground
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generated the rich content of
ideas and practices that
comprise
each
religion.
However, due to the unique
circumstances
of
their
quests, the religions differ in
their content of ideas and
practices; but, invariably, the
religions point the same way.

like the superior man of
Confucian lore -- a fair,
humane and reasonable
attitude;; this is the attitude
connoted in the Chinese
idiom ‘proper feelings, proper
reasoning’. Equipped with
such an attitude, religions
can come to accept their
differences
and
achieve
harmony amidst diversity.

Unfortunately, not all accept
that
the
religions
are
complementary responses to
the same Ultimate Reality.
That being the case, can
harmony
still
prevail?
Confucius’s
saying
‘The
superior man is in harmony
but does not follow the
crowd....’, also implies that
the superior man is able to
maintain
benevolence
towards
others
despite
differences
and
disagreements.
Harmony
among religions can still
prevail if the religions adopt --

It is noteworthy, that there
no
have been practically
practical
major episodes of interinter
religious conflict in Chinese
history. This is undoubtedly
because Chinese culture
emphasises harmony. This
emphasis on harmony, in
Chinese culture and in the
Chinese
spirit,
valuably
equips China to advance in
this current age
ag of spirituality
-- an age which is turning out
to be a new spiritual Axial
Age.
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